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ABSTRACT
As essential components in Linux kernel, kernel modules
(kmods) account for over 70% of Linux source code and are
heavily dependent on fast evolving and non-stable kernel
internal interfaces. Forward and back porting kmods to tar-
get versions of Linux kernel is hard but necessary. We con-
ducted a comprehensive study to investigate the character-
istics of kernel internal interface changes by analyzing 256
representative patches selected fromLinux development his-
tory in last 7 years. We gained some new insights into chal-
lenges and opportunities on automatic porting of kernelmod-
ules. The study allows us a better understanding of the prob-
lem and it is useful for designing automated tools to assist
in porting kmods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Kernel modules (kmods) provide a flexible way to extend
the functionality of Linux kernel. However, interfaces(APIs)
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between the core part of Linux kernel and kmods are non-
stable, and kmods written for a certain version of Linux ker-
nel generally fail to work on other versions. To enjoy en-
hanced security, boosted performance and new functional-
ity from the fast evolving kernel, developers have to make a
continuous effort to forward port their kmods to the rapidly
changing APIs. Also, potential users of kmods may rely on
earlier kernel versions for stability requirements, and thus
have to back port kmods. However, the code base of Linux
kernel is large and evolves fast, making forward and back
porting kmods a non-trivial task.

Porting kmods to target versions of Linux kernel is both
time-consuming and error-prone. Developers have to spend
time understanding the compilation error/warningmessages
and find the corresponding patch that changes the related
interfaces manually. They may query through Linux reposi-
tory using commands likegit log. However it is a painful
task due to the large number of patches, for example 484308
patches were submitted from Linux v3.0 to v4.16. Googling
directly is another common way to learn interface changes.
Whichever way the developer chooses, he is likely to get dis-
tracted by massive irrelevant information. Fortunately, our
empirical study shows that nearly 90% of kernel interfaces
are used multiple times, and quite a few modules interact
with the kernel interface in similar ways, thus it is feasible
to build automated tools to learn the change patterns from
concrete cases.

While porting kmodsmanually remains the commonway
in the Linux community, many automated tools have been
built in the last decade. These automated tools mainly fall
into two categories. Tools from the first category employ
automated program repair techniques [4, 11–13, 27], and
rely heavily on compilation error/warning messages to find
the correct API-usage change pattern. Tools in the second
category employ instances-based inference techniques [1, 9,
10, 17, 20], attempting to directly extract change patterns
from code modifications done by kernel developers. Most
pattern inference tools are not pragmatic, since Linux ker-
nel patches have some special features, e.g. macro, callback
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function pointers etc., hindering accurate analysis on change
patterns.

To have a better understanding of the challenges and fea-
sibility of porting kmods automatically, we selected 200 rep-
resentative patches from Linux v3.0 to v4.16 and inferred
patterns of API changes manually. We investigated the char-
acteristics and representation of API changes in real world.
The important results are summarized as follows.

• 38.4% kernel API changes do not trigger any compiler
error/warning message, and therefore tools based on
automated program repair techniques are severely lim-
ited.

• 87.5% of patterns have multiple instances, indicating
that automated tools are likely to infer these patterns
frommultiple instances and provide reference to other
use cases of the API. Instances-based inference tech-
nique is an alternative way.

• 55.5% of commits involve changes that are irrelevant
to API usage updates, and one third of the commits in-
volvemultiple patterns. Filtering out irrelevant changes
and untanglingmultiple patterns aremajor challenges.

• 36.5% of changes are context dependent and over 30%
of changes havemacro invocation. Current approaches
are not able to handle them effectively.

In this paper, we also provide our insights into building
automated tools for porting kmods. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of porting
kmods. Section 3 shows our empirical study on the char-
acteristics and representation of kernel API changes. Sec-
tion 4 analyzes principle, capability and limitation of ex-
isting approaches to kmod porting. Section 5 discusses the
challenges and possible techniques in porting kmods.

2 AN OVERVIEW OF PORTING KMODS
One of the difficulties in porting kernel modules is that the
Linux kernel code base is extremely large and grows at a fast
rate. Yet kmods play an important role in Linux kernel, and
account for over 70% of Linux source code. Figure 1 shows
the change in the amount of kernel code from kernel version
v3.0 to v4.15.

The complexity of Linux kernel makesmattersworse, as it
often requires kernel developers to have decent knowledge
in the C programming language, the assembly language, the
computer architecture, etc. But in fact, many kernel module
developers are not experts in Linux kernel, but merely ex-
perts in their own kernel modules. It is also hard for kernel
experts to fully understand such a large number of kernel
modules. The gap between kernel module developers and
kernel developers increases the complexity of porting ker-
nel modules.
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Figure 1: size of kernel and kmods

Porting kernel modules is mainly donemanually by devel-
opers, using a trial-and-error approach. Firstly, they compile
the given kmod against kernel of target version and try to
understand the resulting error/warning messages. Secondly,
they grep keywords that occur in the messages using com-
mands like git log -G in Linux repository, or search
keywords through Google. Thirdly, they locate the commits
related to the API changes, or Google provides some useful
references. Based on these information they could fix the
errors/warnings. Finally, developers recompile the modified
kmods, if compilation is successful, the modification is con-
sidered to be valid. Otherwise, they repeat the above steps.
Obviously, this is time-consuming and error-prone.

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY
Understanding internal API changes has been a hot topic
in literature, and related studies can be found on the cate-
gories, frequency, complexity, impact and trend of API up-
dates [2, 7, 8, 18, 23, 25, 28]. Differing from the above work,
our empirical study focuses on the characteristics that help
to understand the challenges and applicability of pattern in-
ference techniques for porting kmods.

We present our study on 200 commits from Linux reposi-
tory over the last 7 years (fromv3.0 to v4.16).We use “change
pattern” to describe similar changes to an API, which can
provide references for automatically porting. In our study,
we inferred change patterns manually.

3.1 Change pattern
Firstly, we would briefly explain the meaning of “change
pattern” in this paper. Our empirical study shows most of
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internal APIs would be used more than once. We call each
use case as an instance. We could find a pattern to describe
the API changes by abstracting their differences reasonably.
Patterns can provide references to other usage instances.

Prior approaches describe “change patterns” in different
ways.The following example illustrates the definition of change
pattern in our study.We use Semantic Patch Language (SmPL)
to describe patterns, which is widely recognized in the Linux
community. Listing 1 is part of the code in a commit from
the Linux repository. The commit adds a new parameter
to the functions acting as the callback f2 in any ops. Two
change patterns are found in these functions, one using the
given inode instead of fetching one from the given den-
try (line 5-6 and 23-24), and the other referring to the su-
per block by function dsb() instead of d->d_sb (line 7-8
and 15-16). Listing 2 shows the semantic patchwe generated
manually from Listing 1, which describes the first pattern in
line 13-14 and the second pattern in line 21-22.

1 #define d_inode(d) ((d)−>i)
2
3 -int f2(dentry ∗d) {
4 +int f2(dentry *d, inode *i){
5 - if(d_inode(d)->flags & F2) { ... }
6 + if(i->flags & F2) { ... }
7 - return d->d_sb->mode;
8 + return dsb(d)->mode;
9 }

10 struct ops ops1 = { .f1 = f1, .f2 = f2, };
11
12 -int f3(dentry *x) {
13 +int f3(dentry *x, inode *i) {
14 ...
15 - return __f3(x->parent->d_sb);
16 + return __f3(dsb(x->parent));
17 }
18 struct ops ops2 = { .f2 = f3, };
19
20 -int f4(dentry *d) {
21 +int f4(dentry *d, inode *i) {
22 int ret;
23 - if (d_inode(d)->flags & F3) { ... }
24 + if (i->flags & F3) { ... }
25 return ret;
26 }
27 struct ops ops3 = { .f2 = f4, };

Listing 1: Example Code

3.2 Dataset
To collect commitswithAPI changes, we select a targetmod-
ule M , fetch all commits that are introduced during the de-
velopment from version v3.0 to v4.16 (which covers 7 years),
randomly pick commits changing both files inM and out of
M , and filter out non-essential commits, such as updating

1 @rule@
2 identifier s, f;
3 @@
4 struct ops s = { .f2 = f, };
5 @@
6 typedef dentry, inode;
7 identifier rule.f;
8 identifier _arg1, _arg2;
9 @@

10 - f (dentry *_arg1) {
11 + f (dentry *_arg1, inode *_arg2) {
12 <...
13 - d_inode(_arg1)->flags
14 + _arg2->flags
15 ...>
16 }
17
18 @@
19 expression E
20 @@
21 - E->d_sb
22 + dsb(E)
23 }

Listing 2: Semantic patch describing the pattern in
Listing 1

comments or typo fixes, by manual inspection. As is shown
in Figure 2, the process is applied to 10 kernel modules in fs
and drivers. There are 2081 commits changing both files
in M and out of M . Some commits are related to more than
one modules, so we got 1753 commits after removing dupli-
cates. Due to time constraint, a total number of 200 commits
are collected in our study.

A few developer could change API in one commit and
change API calls in following commits. These cases are rare,
so they are out of our consideration.

Target modules Commits
fs/btrfs 282
fs/ext2 141
fs/ext4 342
fs/jfs 104
fs/xfs 219

drivers/block/drbd 137
drivers/gpu/drm/radeon 291

drivers/net/…/ixgbe 68
drivers/usb/gadget 367

drivers/input/keyboard 130
Total 2081

Figure 2: Our target modules and the number of com-
mits changing both files inM and out ofM .
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Figure 3: Results of our study

3.3 Validity of the Assumptions on Inputs
It is common in prior work on pattern inference to have
some assumptions on the given input. Some of the tech-
niques take manual API usage changes as input and infer
patterns by abstracting away irrelevant details [1, 17, 20].
They are applicable only when the given change instances
are of the same pattern. Other techniques leverage compila-
tion errors to pinpoint out-of-date API usages, which requir-
ing that such errors are always triggeredwhenever a pattern
is missed and may not apply to certain kernel modules.

This section discusses the characteristics of raw changes
in a commit, showing that raw changes do not typically
meet the assumptions mentioned above.

(Q1) How many change patterns are there in a sin-
gle commit? A single commitmay resolvemultiple issues [5],
which ismore likely to occur in commitswithAPI updates [8,
19].While the “one logical change per patch” policy iswidely
adopted in the Linux community, it does not prevent multi-
ple API updates in a single commit as long as these APIs are
considered “logically” related by developers.

Figure 3(a) presents a histogram of the number of API up-
dates in each commit. The 200 commits have 407 patterns
in total, and 36.5% (73 out of 200) of the commits involve
multiple patterns. Typical cases include changing multiple
logically related APIs at the same time or updating an exist-
ing API call according to its parameters.

Another fact worth noting is that changes irrelevant to
API usage updates are common in the commits. 111 com-
mits (55.5%) in our study involve this kind of changes, such
as implementation updates, dead code cleanups, refactoring
and module-specific functionality modifications.

(Q2) How many instances does each pattern have?
We are concerned about the proportion of APIs that are used
more than once, which is the basis of the effectiveness of pat-
tern inference techniques. Figure 3(b) presents the distribu-
tion of the number of instances per pattern, which shows
that 87.5% of patterns (356 out of 407) have multiple in-
stances.

(Q3) Does compiler always complain about out-of-
date API usages? Figure 3(c) shows when developers may
notice that a pattern is missed. 251 out of the 407 patterns,
accounting for 61.6%, lead to compiler complains, eitherwarn-
ing or error, if they are missed. 51 patterns (12.5%) change
the runtime behavior without triggering any message dur-
ing compilation. The other 105 patterns, when missed, nei-
ther cause compiler error / warning nor alter program run-
time behavior. But 35 of them introduce wrappers to func-
tionalities, such as field accesses and lock operations, which
will soon be updated according to the commit logs. APIs
introduced by the remaining 70 patterns are not known to
be updated in the following commits, but nothing prevents
them to be changed in the future.
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Summary. In real-world commits, it is common to have
multiple patterns (36.5%), aswell as irrelevant changes (55.5%),
tangled in the same commit. Most patterns (87.5%) havemul-
tiple instances and thus can probably be inferred by extract-
ing commonalities among the instances. On the other hand,
the coverage of current techniques depending on compiler
messages is limited by the fact that a considerable amount
of patterns (38.4%), when missed, do not trigger compilation
errors or warnings.

3.4 Representation of Changes
Raw changes in a commit should be represented in a struc-
tural way so that irrelevant changes can be filtered, instances
of different patterns can be untangled and commonalities
among instances can be extracted. This part discusses what
information should be preserved in such representations.

In this section we focus on the 356 patterns with at least
two instances.

(Q4) What kinds of code are changed by the pat-
terns? Figure 3(d) shows how many change patterns touch
function definitions (fun), global variable definitions (global),
header inclusion (#include) ormacro definition (macro). 86.5%
of the patterns (308 out of 356) apply to function definitions
and only 3 of them require changing multiple functions si-
multaneously. Another 6.4% of the patterns (23 out of 356)
update definitions of global values, mostly adding/deleting
field initializers to/from structures. The other patterns are
seen in header inclusions,macro definitions, conditional com-
pilation directives, structure declarations and string literals.
The results show that a majority of patterns can be inferred
by sole intra-procedural analysis.

(Q5) How often do the patterns involve macro invo-
cations? Macros in the C language are famous for the com-
plexity they bring to source-to-source transformations [3, 6,
14, 15, 21]. For example, Listing 1 uses ((d)->i) instead
of d_inode(d) if it is inferred without considering macro
invocations. Such a difference is unacceptable because the
incorrect pattern matches nothing in the code and thus does
not help upgrade out-of-tree modules.

Figure 3(e) shows the number of patterns that have one
or more macro invocations in the deleted lines (deleted), the
inserted lines (inserted) or both (both). In our study, 33.4%
(119 out of 356) of the patterns have macro invocations in
the deleted lines, which must be retained for the patterns to
work. Thus, pattern inferences techniques must be able to
to preserve macro invocations in the generated patterns.

(Q6)What kinds of contexts do the patterns require?
In this paper we refer to code that affects what kind of ex-
pression should be updated as contexts required by the pat-
tern. Such contexts should be included in an inferred pattern

to accurately locate where the patterns are applied and de-
cide what kinds of changes should be done.

Figure 3(f) shows the kinds of contexts involved in the
studied patterns. Apart from 226 patterns (63.5%) requiring
no context, the contexts a change pattern depends onmainly
fall into the following categories.

• callback: 81 patterns in our study are specific to func-
tions assigned to pointers in structures of a particu-
lar type, like the pattern in Listing 1. These functions
typically act as callbacks on certain events, and are
changed due to modifications to the callback signa-
tures.

• global: 21 change patterns add or remove field initial-
izers of global structures of a particular type. Fields
of the same name but in different types of structures
must not be touched.

The other kinds of contexts include high-level semantic
information (semantic), adjacent statements of an inserted
statement (addition), and whether an expression matching
the deleted line is used as conditions (conditional) or loca-
tion values (lrvalue).

Summary. Change patterns of API usage mostly apply
locally to definitions of functions (86.5%) and global vari-
ables (6.4%), indicating that intra-procedural analysis is a
reasonable way to start with. Preserving macro invocations
is required in 33.4% of the patterns. Among all kinds of the
contexts required by the patterns, callbacks and type of global
variables account for the majority (78.5%).

4 CURRENT APPROACHES ON KMOD
UPGRADE

Many automated approaches of porting kmods have been
proposed. In this section, we analyze the principle, capabil-
ity, and limitation of current approaches.

4.1 Automated Program Repair
Approaches employing automated program repair techniques
mainly assume that unchanged code will cause exceptions
when compiling or running directly on kernels of other ver-
sions. Nine-tenths of current approaches of porting are based
on compilationmessages only, while our study shows not all
porting issues can be detected by compilation error/warn-
ing. Nearly 40% of API changes don’t cause any compilation
complains.

F. Thung et al. [27] propose an automated back-porting
approach for Linux kernel drivers. For compilation errors
generatedwhen a newversion of a driver is compiled against
an old version of kernel, they use dichotomy to locate com-
mits in development history that lead to compilation errors,
and try to fix compilation errors with change patterns in
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the commit. It is limited to drivers in which the compiler
generates only one error message. Prequel [11] and Gcc-
reduce [11] are a combination of tools for forward and back
porting Linux device drivers.They propose an approach that
automatically searches commit history in the git repository
using GCC compilation error/warning messages, and filters
information related to target error/warning. The proposed
approach is based on the observation that many drivers in-
teract with the kernel API in similar ways, thus change ex-
amples are likely to be available in the code history. Pre-
quel searches git commit history for matching queries to
get more accurate results than git log -G/-S.

There are some techniques currently focusing on fixing
runtime bugs caused by improper conditions, and it is not
yet known how these techniques may help concerning for-
ward and back porting of kmods. Angelix [13] synthesizes
fixes by introducing additional constraints and controlled
symbolic execution. GenProg [4] and SPR [12] search the
fix space generated by some predefined sets of transforma-
tions.

4.2 Change Pattern Inference
In Linux kernel community, Semantic Patch Language (SmPL) [24]
can be used to describe change patterns. It is an abstracted
form of patches synthesized frommultiple change instances.
Coccinelle [22] could automatically generate concrete patches
based on SmPL, providing further assistance to developers.
But it can’t automatically generate semantic patches. When
an API is changed, developers must abstract the patch man-
ually and save it for future kmods developers for references.

Several approaches are proposed to infer pattern from
multiple instances. Spdiff [1] represents a change instance
as a replacement of subexpression, while a change pattern is
a replacement of subexpression with a meta variable (which
canmatch any expression). In order to infer change patterns
from multiple change instances, Spdiff enumerates all pos-
sible ways in which it can introduce metavariable for each
concrete replacement, and gets a set of candidate change pat-
terns. Then it take the intersection of all the above sets and
pattern with the largest number of non-meta-variables are
selected as the final result. In our experience it fails to rep-
resent over a half of the instances in the commits, which is
probably related to the adoption of imprecise term trees in-
stead of standardASTs. And it fails to handle changes involv-
ing macro. Libsync [20] represents the interface function
call and related data and control dependencies in the form
of a graph, which is called API usage mode. Each change
instance is transformed into addition, deletion, update and
other modification operations of nodes in API usage model.
Pattern is the maximal frequent subset of edit operations.
LASE [17] represents each exemplar as a sequence of AST

node edit operations and adopts the longest common sub-
sequence algorithm to extract a template change and gen-
eralize identifier names when necessary. Neither Libsync
nor LASE discusses how tangled change instances can be
divided, how irrelevant changes can be filtered out or how
callback-related contexts can be retained in the generated
template changes.

In addition to automatically inferring change patterns from
multiple instances, some prior works try to introduce addi-
tional information or assumptions to infer change patterns.
LSDiff [10] and Ref-Finder [9] use predefined rules or tem-
plates to identify common types of systematic edits. Infer-
ring template changes from a single exemplar is also known
to work with predefined generalization heuristics [16] or in-
teractive guides from developers [26, 29].

5 DISCUSS
In this section, we discuss the feasibility and challenges of
porting kmods automatically. And we provide our insights
in building an efficient automated tools.

5.1 Feasibility and challenges
Our study shows that 87.5% of patterns have multiple in-
stances. In other words, nearly 90% of kernel API changes
can infer patterns to provide assistance to porting. More-
over, 38.4% of kernel API change do not trigger any com-
piler error or warningmessage, the capability of approaches
based on compilation messages is severely limited.

Based on our empirical study and analysis of current ap-
proaches, we present three challenges.

• We found out that 55.5% of commits involve changes
that are irrelevant to API usage changes, and one third
of the commits involve multiple patterns. It means
there are lots of irrelevant concrete changes in ker-
nel patches, which are noises for change pattern in-
ference.

• We found out that 36.5% of changes are context depen-
dent. Callbacks and type of global variables account-
ing for the majority (78.5%). It is hard for general anal-
ysis to handle this situation.

• Kernel is mostly written in the C programming lan-
guage, adopting some abusive language features, e.g.
various macro invocations. We found some flexible C
macro usages impede the semantic analysis and gen-
eration of change pattern.

5.2 Our insights
To build an efficient automated tools of pattern inference for
porting, the following key technologies must be addressed.

• The quality of the change pattern depends on the min-
imal granularity of change instances inside one patch.
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We need filter out changes irrelevant to API usage
change and untangle multiple patterns in one commit.

• The precision of change pattern depends on the defi-
nition of similarity in changes instances. Based on the
similarity, we couldmerge change instances into high-
level change patterns, which can provide reference to
porting kernel modules.

• The coverage of change pattern depends on the ca-
pability to handle changes with callback-related con-
texts, macros etc. Macro invocations and pointers (a
callback is essentially a pointer) are challenges in source-
to-source transformations, but our study shows that
they are prevalent in API changes. For macros, we
need to expandmacros to get semantic information, at
the same time, macro information should be retained.
For callback, we need to realize that it’s a special kind
of pointer, and there is no need for a general but com-
plex method of handling pointers.

6 CONCLUSION
The study of Linux kernel internal interface change shows
that pattern inference is a candidate way to automatically
port kernel modules.We highlight that the challenges are fil-
tering out irrelevant changes, assessing similarity of change
instances to group and infer patterns, handling changeswith
macro and callback-related context. We hope our study can
motivate the design of automated tools to assist in forward
and back porting kernel modules.
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